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Algorithm-driven Hiring Tools:
Innovative Recruitment or Expedited Disability
Discrimination?
1. Executive Summary
Algorithm-driven hiring tools have grown increasingly prevalent in recent years. Thousands of
job-seekers across the United States are now asked to record videos that employers mine for
facial and vocal cues. They complete online tests or games that purport to evaluate their
“personal stability,” optimism, or attention span. They submit resumes through online
platforms that may reject them because of time gaps in their work histories, such as those
resulting from cancer treatment.
Employers using these tools seek a fast and efficient way to process job applications in large
numbers. They may also believe that algorithm-driven software will identify characteristics of
successful employees that human recruiters would not identify on their own. But as these
algorithms have spread in adoption, so, too, has the risk of discrimination written invisibly into
their codes. For people with disabilities, those risks can be profound.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has explicit prohibitions against the use of hiring
processes that discriminate on the basis of disability. First, the ADA requires that employment
tests be provided in an accessible format, and if the format is not accessible, that reasonable
accommodations be made available without prejudicing the candidate. For example, a test that
requires spoken answers is not accessible for an applicant who does not speak because of
paralysis or deafness. If an employer uses such a test, they have to evaluate disabled jobseekers in an alternative way that reasonably accommodates their disabilities.1
Second, the ADA presumptively disfavors hiring selection criteria that “screen out, or tend to
screen out” disabled candidates. For example, a personality test may screen out some
candidates with depression or anxiety; a game-based test may screen out a candidate because
of their ADHD. If an employer uses selection criteria that screen out disabled candidates, the
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criteria must be “job-related” and “consistent with business necessity.” This means that
employment tests must evaluate candidates on factors that are directly relevant to (and
necessary for) the essential functions of the job.
Many algorithm-driven hiring tools fall far short of these standards. Algorithm-driven hiring
tools typically assess candidates based on how they perform on a given test compared to a
model set of successful employees. Employers may be tempted to use these tools without
stopping to consider what exactly they are testing for, or why – specifically, what traits are
really being measured by an online game, and whether what is being measured is actually
necessary to perform the essential functions of the job.

Figure 1: Screen capture of factors measured through gamified testing, measuring cognitive and emotional attributes,
November 24, 2020

Employers, vendors who create these hiring tools, regulators, job-seekers, and advocates need
to better understand the risks of using algorithm-driven tools in hiring, and consider concrete
steps to avoid these harms. This paper seeks to highlight how hiring tools may affect people
with disabilities, the legal liability employers may face for using such tools, and concrete steps
for employers and vendors to mitigate some of the most significant areas of concern. We hope
it will serve as a resource for advocates, for regulators, and – above all – for those deciding
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whether to develop or use these tools to consider the risks of discrimination, and ultimately to
ask if the tools are appropriate for use at all.

2. What are Algorithms and How are They Used in Hiring?
An algorithm is a process or series of steps designed to answer a question, make a decision, or
carry out a task, often in domains that traditionally have been handled by humans. Proponents
say that, by relying on rules instead of humans, algorithms avoid the bias that is inherent in
human decision-making. The catch is that humans decide how algorithms are designed and
typically “train” them using data from the real world, meaning they reflect the real world’s
existing biases. For example, an algorithm may be trained to look for particular characteristics
that have been identified in a company’s current employees, replicating the existing lack of
diversity in the company.
Because algorithms learn by identifying patterns and replicating them, algorithm-driven tools
can reinforce existing inequalities in our society. Algorithmic bias can also be harder to detect
than human bias, because many people think of technology as “neutral.” Managers know to
review the hiring history of a human recruiting manager for bias: they may not think to do so
for a computer program. Additionally, when algorithmic systems are sold as commercial
products, they have a far wider impact than a single human reviewer. While algorithm-driven
systems may bring more consistency to hiring decisions, they also risk perpetuating
discrimination at scale.

How Algorithm-driven Hiring Tools are Used
Algorithm-driven hiring tools are becoming more popular as a way to evaluate job candidates.
Researchers have found that 76% of companies with more than 100 employees use personality
tests, and employers are turning to algorithms to administer and analyze the tests at a larger
scale.2 An estimated 33% of businesses use some form of artificial intelligence in hiring and
other HR practices.3 A single vendor’s facial recognition tool is being used by over 100
employers, and has analyzed more than a million job applicants, and more every day. 4
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This paper focuses on the use of algorithms in employee selection processes, rather than other
aspects of employment.5

Algorithm-driven hiring tools can take several forms, such as:
● Resume screening. The tool screens applicants’ resumes for certain terms or patterns.
● Face and voice recognition. The tool analyzes applicants’ facial movements, word
choices, and voices from recorded video interviews.
● Gamified testing. The tool gathers data, such as right and wrong answers and reaction
time, as applicants play a simple video game.
● Trait testing. The tool grades applicants on an online test that purportedly measures
certain personality traits or cognitive abilities.

Different tools purport to measure different metrics. For example:
● Personality traits, such as openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, emotional
stability, adaptability, assertiveness, responsiveness, intensity, optimism, or sociability.
● Aptitudes or cognitive abilities, such as reaction time, attention span, ability to focus
under pressure, problem-solving, or vocabulary.
● Cultural fit, based on motivations, ideal work environment, or life priorities.

Vendors typically develop the hiring tool by training it on employees who have been identified
as successful.7 For example, a vendor will ask current employees to take the same test that will
be given to applicants, and gather data about those current employees’ job performance, such
as their success at hitting sales quotas. The algorithm will identify correlations between the test
results and the employees’ job performance – for example, successful employees may test as
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more “optimistic.” The hiring tool will then score job applicants on the presence of those
characteristics, essentially judging a candidate’s similarity to successful candidates in the
training pool.

3. The Risk of Discrimination
People with disabilities face a chasm of economic inequality. Though reliable statistics are hard
to come by, some assessments estimate that people with disabilities make up about 12% of the
U.S. working-age population, but account for more than half the people living in long-term
poverty. The employment rate for people with disabilities is about 37%, compared to 79% for
people without disabilities.8 The employment rate for people with mental-health-related
disabilities may be as low as 20-25%.9 These disparities persist despite legal protections against
disability discrimination, a full 30 years after the passage of the ADA and nearly 50 years after
its predecessor, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Reasons for these disparities include incorrect and ableist assumptions that people with
disabilities cannot handle work, or that the reasonable disability accommodations required by
law are burdensome, costly, or amount to special treatment.10 People with disabilities can be
disproportionately excluded when employers disfavor applicants with gaps in employment or
other so-called “red flags” for hiring.11 Other jobs simply include physical, technological, or
other barriers to people with disabilities.12 The above statistics do not capture the whole
picture: many people do not disclose their disabilities due to fear or stigma, and disabled
people who have multiple marginalized identities face employment barriers at different levels.

4. Algorithm-driven Hiring Tools and Liability Under the ADA
The Americans with Disabilities Act prohibits disability discrimination in employment, including
hiring.13 It applies to private employers with 15 or more employees, state and local
governments, employment agencies, and others.14 The ADA broadly defines disability as “a
physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activities.” 15
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Therefore, most medical conditions that affect anything from walking, lifting, seeing,
communicating, or concentrating are covered by the law.16

The ADA has specific language regarding the discriminatory effects of
employee selection tests. It prohibits:
● Inaccessible test formats, which are administered in a way that prevents people with
certain impairments from being able to complete the tests;17 and
● Selection criteria that screen out people with disabilities, either individually or in
groups, unless the criteria are job-related and justified by business necessity.18
A separate provision of the ADA prohibits pre-employment medical exams, which may apply to
hiring tests that use methodologies designed for clinical diagnosis, or are conducted by medical
professionals.19

Accessibility and Reasonable Accommodations
The ADA bans inaccessible test formats if employers fail to provide reasonable
accommodations. Under the ADA, employers have to make sure all applicants, regardless of
their disability status, can take their hiring tests. Otherwise, employers have to provide an
alternative method to evaluate applicants with disabilities.
A number of test formats used on the market today may be inaccessible. For example, in one
vendor’s personality test, applicants are shown images on a screen and required to select “Me”
or “Not Me” depending on whether they identify with the image – answers which the tool then
analyzes to measure perceived “emotional stability,” “openness,” “conscientiousness,”
“extroversion,” and other factors.20 Another vendor offers a video game test that shows red
and green dots, with applicants asked to click only when the red dot is displayed. 21 The data
gathered while applicants play this game supposedly measures “impulsivity,” “attention span,”
and “ability to learn from mistakes.”22 One facial recognition tool requires applicants to
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respond verbally to interview questions on a recorded video, with the aim of measuring facial
expression, eye contact, vocal enthusiasm, and vocabulary.23
Setting aside the merits of what these tests purport to measure, the very formats of these tests
may be inaccessible to people with disabilities involving sensory or physical impairments. Some
people with physical disabilities cannot move a mouse to select “Me” or “Not Me,” or red
versus green dots. Other peoples’ visual disabilities prevent them from seeing and reacting to
visual images, or distinguishing between dots of certain colors. If a candidate does not speak,
they cannot access the facial recognition tool’s intended function of capturing their responses.
Employers using these hiring tools must provide reasonable accommodations to applicants with
disabilities.24 If an alternative version of the algorithm-driven test is not available, employers
are required to accommodate the applicant with some other way of measuring their fitness for
the job. This could be as simple as conducting a live interview, accepting written statements or
answers, reading aloud a written employment test, or allowing or providing an interpreter or
similar assistance.25 Employers must be aware of these requirements, make clear to candidates
that alternative testing is available, and treat candidates who request accommodations equally.

Figure 2: Screen capture of test that measures the Big Five traits against the Holland Interest models, November 24,
2020
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Notice and the Candidate Experience
The companies that design and market algorithm-based hiring tests generally fail to provide
accessible alternatives as part of an integrated test system. Most vendors’ websites do not
contemplate that their test may be inaccessible to some users, or mention the legal
requirement that an employer develop and offer reasonable accommodations for individuals
who cannot take the test. The few vendors that do mention this requirement do not seem to
consider all the different kinds of accommodations that may be needed.26 Vendors and
employers must recognize this legal responsibility and, if they still decide to use the test, take
proactive steps to offer accommodations.
Vendors and employers must also give candidates effective notice about how a hiring tool
works, so that candidates can understand when they may need a reasonable accommodation.
A color-blind person will likely know that they need an accommodation when a test asks them
to count color-coded dots. But an autistic person may not expect that their video-recorded
interview will be analyzed by an algorithmic tool that bases some of its assessment on eye
contact with the camera. Vendors and employers must provide detailed explanations about
how their hiring tools work, so that candidates can make an informed decision about whether
to seek an accommodation.
Of course, offering accommodations to disabled candidates is not enough. Employers must give
candidates equal consideration even if they do not take the same test as other candidates
because that test is inaccessible. Employers should also understand the extreme reluctance
many disabled people feel about requesting an accommodation because doing so will reveal, or
draw attention to, their disability. It is highly preferable for employers and vendors to develop
universally accessible testing practices that do not put applicants in this position.
One key way to develop inclusive hiring is through accessible, universal design of any hiring tool
(as explained below, this must include not only the format of the test, but what it is
measuring). Another is to make the automated test optional, permitting all candidates to
choose between the test or an alternative hiring process, without having to disclose the reason
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for their choice. Employers could commit to put a certain percentage of applicants into the
traditional hiring channel as a control measure, to ensure that candidates who opt into that
channel are not marginalized because of their choice. Whether employers do this or not, they
must ensure that candidates who seek an accommodation are treated equally.

“Screening out” People with Disabilities
Under the ADA, employers cannot use selection criteria that disqualify an applicant due to their
disability absent special justifications. If a hiring tool is screening out people based on their
disability, the employer must be able to demonstrate that the selection criteria are (i) jobrelated and (ii) consistent with business necessity, and they must also consider whether
reasonable accommodations would help the applicant perform the job.
Some of the selection criteria used in common algorithm-driven hiring tools may well fail this
standard. For example, resume mining tools consider common extracurriculars, work
experiences, or key words in the resumes of an employer’s past hires as indicators of success,
but an applicant’s disability, especially in tandem with their other marginalized identities, may
have excluded them from those activities or experiences. The candidate’s resume may describe
how they developed the same skills in different ways, but the resume mining tool may miss
this, screening the applicant out without accurately measuring the applicant’s skills.
A slightly less obvious, but similarly harmful, example is a test that asks applicants to match
images of faces to emotions. Autistic people, in general, do not perform as well as non-autistic
people on this type of test. If being able to identify specific emotions is not necessary to the job
position and does not affect job performance, this is an illegal selection criterion.27 Even if
responding to customers’ emotions is a necessary function of the job, an autistic candidate
may use other tactics to interpret people’s emotions – so a test that relies on analyzing static
photos of faces does not reliably measure their ability to perform the job.
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Figure 3: Screen capture of recorded interview that measures applicant “fit”, November 24, 2020

Employers should be especially careful when using criteria that are more subjective, thinking
critically about whether the test measures traits accurately and whether the criteria align with
job requirements. For example, employers should seriously examine whether a candidate’s
perceived “self-esteem” as revealed by a short interactive test is a valuable – or even valid –
indicator of future job performance. Researchers caution that performance on personality tests
cannot reliably predict performance on the job.28 The ADA requires that the traits considered in
an employment assessment be “job-related” and, furthermore, necessary for the job in
question. Employers have an obligation to reject pseudo-science, focus on what specific skills
are required for the position, and think critically about how they can fairly and accurately
assess those skills.
Even if a trait or ability is job-related and consistent with business necessity, an employer
cannot screen out an applicant if they could perform the essential functions of the job with
reasonable accommodations. For example, gamified tests may test cognitive abilities, including
memory span, focus, information processing, and the ability to recognize 2-dimensional and 3dimensional figures. These abilities may be more relevant to the requirements of a particular
job, but a candidate may be able to make up for lacking these skills by using outside tools such
as a calculator or assistive device.
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Under the ADA, a candidate must be evaluated on how they could perform the essential
functions of the job with reasonable accommodations. In other words, employers risk legal
exposure if they simply take the scores from an algorithmic assessment at face value. They
need to go one level deeper, asking if the test results actually reflect a candidate's ability to
perform the job if the candidate is given the supports to which they are legally entitled. This
individualized assessment is directly in tension with the standardized, mass-scale approach of
algorithm-driven testing. Vendors typically do not consider this nuance when developing
algorithmic assessment tools, but employers ignore these legal obligations at their peril.

5. Detecting Disability Discrimination
Applying the ADA’s requirements shows just how difficult it is to mitigate the risks of disability
discrimination by algorithm-driven hiring tools. The tools can be illegal if they only provide
inaccessible test formats and no reasonable accommodations are provided. They may use
illegal selection criteria that are not job-related and consistent with business necessity. They
can also violate the ADA if the criteria are otherwise appropriate for the job, but they screen
out an applicant because of their disability when they could perform that job with a reasonable
accommodation.
Without careful forethought, the tools can reject applicants simply because of a disability –
unbeknownst to the applicants and even to the employer. To meet the ADA’s standard for jobrelatedness and business necessity, it is not enough that the tools create cost savings and
efficiencies. The risk of harmful effects from some tools may run so deep that mitigation is not
possible. In those cases, the tools may not be appropriate to be used at all.

Auditing for Bias
Hiring discrimination can feel like an invisible injustice because it is one of the hardest types of
employment discrimination to detect. Reasons for this may include information asymmetry and
lack of a continuing relationship between job-seekers and employers,29 which can become
worse when algorithm-driven hiring tools are involved.
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Regardless of whether they can do what they promise, algorithms can be harmful because they
are capable of simply masking discrimination. Algorithms can discover and screen out
candidates with disabilities by finding subtle correlations and flagging issues common to people
with protected characteristics, such as employment gaps among people with disabilities. This is
true even when protected characteristics are omitted as the algorithm is built.
Additionally, efforts to audit algorithms for bias often fall far short. A number of vendors now
test their hiring tools to evaluate whether they discriminate against women, people of color, or
other marginalized groups, but these audits likely do not work for disability. 30 One common
auditing measure is the “four-fifths rule”: if a hiring test selects a certain protected group at a
rate that is less than 80% of the rate at which the majority group is selected, the disparity is too
large.31 If an audit reveals that an algorithm is failing the four-fifths rule, the vendor will tweak
it for better parity. But this formula-based approach is poorly suited for disability.
A vendor cannot simply test to see how people who identify as “disabled” are faring on their
test: the vast diversity of disabilities means that some people’s disability may not affect their
test performance, while the test is improperly screening out other candidates. Even if the
vendor audits for a specific type of disability (for example, how people who identify as autistic
perform on the test), people’s experiences vastly differ, including, for some, how their disability
presents in particular circumstances on a particular day. Compounding these challenges is the
fact that many candidates – understandably – do not want to disclose their disability to
employers, meaning that vendors or employers lack data to assess the potential disparate
impact of their tools.
These challenges mean that employers cannot rest on assurances that a hiring tool has been
audited for bias. Especially in the context of disability, employers must do a deeper analysis to
consider what the tool is measuring and how, and what assumptions are built into that test that
may illegally screen out candidates without considering their individual ability to perform the
functions of the job.
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Figure 4: Screen capture of gamified test options to measure cognitive and emotional traits, November 24, 2020

In the end, the individualized analysis to which candidates are legally entitled under the ADA
may be fundamentally in tension with the mass-scale approach to hiring embodied in many
algorithm-based tools. Employers must think seriously about not only the legal risks they may
face from deploying such a tool, but the ethical, moral, and reputational risks that their use of
poorly-conceived hiring tools will compound exclusion in the workforce and in broader society.

6. Recommendations
In 2020, the Leadership Conference on Civil & Human Rights, CDT, and other advocacy groups
released Civil Rights Principles for Hiring Assessment Technologies.32 These principles offer a
critical framework for preventing or reducing the inequitable impact of algorithm-driven hiring
tools. Stakeholders who wish to join in this effort may consider the following starting points,
with particular annotations added to address exclusion based on disability.
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Employers and Vendors
● Nondiscrimination. Employers and vendors must engage in a meaningful and robust
analysis of how algorithm-driven tests or screening tools can discriminate, and how that
discrimination can be eliminated. Look for existing discriminatory hiring patterns to correct,
including patterns that may be unknown or unintended. Include people with lived
experiences in the team that designs and tests the algorithm. Understand that removing
demographic data from the algorithm-building process will not likely be sufficient to root
out discrimination.

○ Disability considerations:
■ When building the hiring tool’s algorithm, recognize that the data used to train an
algorithm cannot truly represent all disabled applicants, and the tool may well
have been designed without disabled people in mind. How will disabled
candidates experience the tool? What are the risks of exclusion or bias?
■ Make sure the team of developers includes people with disabilities, keeping in
mind the numerous forms of disability.
■ Plan ahead, and create alternative testing and screening tools to accommodate
applicants with disabilities in a way that does not restrict their ability to prove
their skills.
■ Ensure that tests taken with reasonable accommodations are given equal weight.
One way to ensure this may be to divert a certain percentage of all job candidates
into the alternative, non-algorithmic hiring track, to ensure that disabled
candidates in that track are not improperly stigmatized.
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● Job-Relatedness. Algorithm-driven hiring tools look for data points that correlate to
perceived successful job performance. But employers and vendors must ask whether the
tool is actually measuring a person’s ability to perform the essential functions of the job.
Employers must be able to explain what a tool measures and why. They should select traits
that can be assessed objectively – mere correlation between some traits and job success
does not justify a disparate impact on disadvantaged groups.

○ Disability considerations:
■ Identify the skills required to perform each function of the job position and make
sure the tool assesses only these skills, not traits that may be proxies for disability.
■ Ask experts about any ways that applicants’ disabilities may prevent the tool from
accurately evaluating their ability to perform the job’s functions. If the tool cannot
be corrected, provide an alternative method to test job-related skills.
■ Design the tool so that it does not screen out applicants based on more subjective
traits, like “optimism” or “intensity,” that can look different in people with
disabilities.
■ Use metrics that are specifically related to tasks that applicants would need to be
able to perform. For example, assess the applicant’s approach to driving sales,
rather than how hopeful they feel about sales prospects.

● Notice and Explanation: Explain to candidates how hiring tests work and how their
performance will inform the hiring decision. Applicants should understand how decisions
will be made so they can seek redress or accommodations. This includes information
before someone takes the assessment as well as feedback on any decisions that are made
about them.
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○ Disability considerations:
■ Explain to applicants in simple language how the tool may interpret traits related
to disability, so they can understand when they may need to request an
accommodation from the test. Develop alternative testing methods for people
with disabilities and explain these options to applicants.
■ Provide reasonable accommodations for different types of disabilities. Explain to
applicants the steps they should take to request these accommodations.
■ If the tool’s results show that an applicant’s disability prevents them from being
able to do the job, be prepared to explain to the applicant how the tool produced
these results, and invite an explanation about whether they could do the job with
reasonable accommodations.
● Auditing: Employers and vendors must thoroughly and regularly audit hiring tools, before
and after they are put to use. This means they must examine their tools for errors and risk
of bias in the way the tools are trained, designed, and implemented, and use their findings
to reduce these flaws. Best auditing practices include using an independent third-party
auditor and publicly disclosing methods and results. Plan to identify, and retain, data
necessary to complete audits,33 such as training data, designs, applicant information,
assessment criteria and outputs, and ultimate hiring decisions.

○ Disability considerations:
■ Instead of relying on statistical audits, consider the tool’s different effects on
different kinds of disabilities. Evaluate how the tool could misrepresent or may
have misrepresented applicants’ skills. Because people’s disabilities are so
diverse, statistical auditing is unlikely to reveal how a hiring tool will impact every
person based on their particular disability. Qualitative analysis is required as well.
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■ Work with experts in algorithms and employment discrimination who have
disabilities and who know how to ensure the tool’s accuracy in assessing jobrelated traits.
■ Have a procedure for applicants to anonymously provide feedback on the hiring
process. Regularly record and review the feedback, and publicize areas of concern
that have been expressed. Use all retained data to inform next steps to correct or
compensate for the tool’s effects on people with disabilities.

Lawmakers and Policymakers
● Oversight and Accountability: Governments must be proactive in rooting out
discrimination in hiring tools.

○ Government agencies should use their own authorities more
aggressively.
■ The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) should initiate its own
proactive investigations into the use of algorithm-driven hiring tools,34 while
conducting outreach to employers and other stakeholders about the significant
risks of discrimination posed by algorithm-driven hiring tools.
■ The EEOC should update its guidance35 to employers and vendors regarding the
use of hiring assessment tools, making explicit reference to the risks of disability
discrimination and the requirements of the ADA.
■ The Office of Federal Contractor Compliance Programs (OFCCP) should update its
Section 503 regulations36 to extend contractors’ recordkeeping obligations to
disabled applicants applying through algorithm-driven hiring tools. While this
change will not capture all disability data, it can help shape industry compliance.
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○ Governments should make smart purchasing decisions of their own.
■ Governments should meet EEOC standards in their own use of algorithm-driven
hiring tools. Algorithmic tools embed values and policy priorities within their
designs, so agencies should make sure those designs – and their decisions to use
such tools at all – match the government’s policy objectives and legal obligations.
■ Government contractors must comply with OFCCP’s Section 503 regulation that
requires them to meet the ADA’s requirements to use accessible test formats and
job-related selection criteria and to provide reasonable accommodations.37

○ Lawmakers at all levels of government should advocate for employers to
meet their legal obligations against discrimination, to perform self-audits
and disclose their use of algorithm-driven hiring tools.38

Job-Seekers with Disabilities
• Self-Advocacy: Disabled individuals should know that the ADA applies to all
hiring processes, including those using algorithm-driven hiring tools.
o During the hiring process, make note of the tests that an employer
requires applicants to complete, the features that make the tests difficult
or impossible to complete due to a disability, the kinds of assistance that
would reduce this barrier, and whether this assistance was clearly made
available or provided upon request.
o If you are rejected from a position, ask the employer for an explanation
for the rejection. If they refuse to provide a clear response, reach out to
legal aid organizations, who can contact the employer or do their own
research to help get answers.
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o You may have grounds to file a complaint with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission if:
•

An employer requires you to use a hiring tool that you cannot use because of
impairments caused by a disability, without providing a reasonable
accommodation.

•

The hiring tool or test seemed to be testing factors that are unrelated to the job
description, and which caused you to be screened out on the basis of your
disability.

•

The hiring tool or test did not consider whether you could have performed the
functions of the job with reasonable accommodations.

•

If one of these circumstances arises, a legal aid organization or employment
lawyer may be able to provide support.
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